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'7. tIaugels

19:31.

'3~HAVIOH

PROBLEMS OF GHILDR?:N

"Behay-jor, common to every living thing, is
the culm"nation, in some overt form, of the response of
It is an intrinsic

the Individual to his environnent.

nhase of existence, an expression of life and vitality
of cellular protoplasmic Rctivity----an expression of
psychobiologic '.mity" (1).

R

To cOr:1~)letely understand

behRvior one m'J,st be cognizant of the environment in all
its aspects and in possession of 1:dl

8.vail'~.ble

ffi.cts

c0l1c8rning the 1)iologic equipment and physiologic activity of the individual.
Civilization, through

2.

long process of cult-

ural, intellectual and ethical evolution has gre.dually
b'.tilt up certain

st?~dards

of behavior.

By such siand-

ards are responses of the individual members of society
to environment ,judc;ed as socia.l or antisocial.

Just as

there has been a phylogenetic social development, so
there must be an ontor;enetic developl1c>nt.

In other

"'ords, the inoividu,al human being is expected to evolve
socially in the shori space of two decades to the same
~~)

0.)
~'f

2.

point where it has taken the whole human race many
thousands of years to arrive.
Social behavior is transmitted from generation to generation by precept and example, but it is
not inherited through any biologic mechanism.

The

human being born into the world today must depend upon
his biologic equipment end the factors within his environment for his evolution into a being acceptable and
able to meet the

dem~mds

of society.

LIisbehavior trends and patterns s.re to be regs_rded as symptoms of failure of the individual in the
harmony of living (2).
or bad.

Behavior, per se, is n~Hher good

Scarcely a. vice can be mentioned,

~"'hich,

certain conditions, has not been deemed a virtue.
ness may be pathologic and abnormal b'3ha.vior also.

under
GoodAbn-

ormal behavior may t.hen be defined as e. variation from
those standards socially acce-pta.ble to a group of people
as a result of their traditions and experience.
How successfully the inoividu8_1 will adjust

3.

himself to his environment denends upon two groups of
factors --- those concernsd with his biologic equinment
and those concerned with his environment.

It is through

the interplay of these g;roups of f8ctors that the child
eventuAlly develops a t2chnic for establishing outlets for
his inherent drives which are both personally satisfactory
and socially acceptable.

In many instances individuals fall

so far short of this ideal, either because of defective or
damaged biologic equipment, or faulty environment, that certain abnormaJ b:i3havior phenomena a:)pear.
~7e

In such instances

see "'rh,lt is kno,rm as antisocial behavior, ne:.<roses and

personality defects and not infrequently a combins_tion of
both.
Education in its
process

~e

broad~8t

sense is the only

know of by which the new-born infant, endowed

",'ith only the rudiment s of self-,;)reservation and racepreservation instincts, may eventually learn to a.d,just his
'J!Tants, demands, instinctive cravings, etc., in a ViTOI'd his
behavior, to meet the requirements of society.

One of the

4.

most

gen~ral1y

accepted and profidundly held teachings of

modern psychology is that the years preceding the sixth are
those in which habit formation is accomplished with the
greatest permanence; and, 1.n which the set of the character
of the man that is to be, is formed, never to be fundement&.11y altered no matter ','rhat the experiences of 1ater years
may be.(3).

Thome of Boston points out that young children,

because of their plasticity, suggestibility, imitativeness
and 10v8 of anprobation, are very susceptible to training (4).
Because of this the child's personality can be moulded and
remoulded for good or b8d, and his future adult personality
will depend upon his training during that tender formative
period of his life.
The antisocial acts perpetrated by these children,
which p18.ces the stigmata of 8. behavior disorder upon them,
may be nroduced by a number of widely different causes, .and
conversely many widely different antisocial "tcts may be produced by a s:lnglecausa.

For example, enuresis may be due

5.

to faulty training or lack of training, to a

pa~hologic

a1 disturbance of the genita-urinary tract, to a glandular disturbance or to a dietetic error.

Again, such

widely different conduct disorders as stealing, lying,
sexual delinquencies and truancy may merely represent
differ':mt symptoms of one pathological process, such as
an endocrine disturbance.
'Po the student interested in the methodology
of behavior

stud~r

it is desirable to set up some plan

by which these maladjustments may be classified and
int~rrpreted.

The ultimate object of all scientific

study is prediction, for which prediction
control.

'.'!f8

C8.n have

In the case of the exact scientist, \Jiho can

nre7)are his situdions, introduce his materials and get
uniform reactions, prediction B.nd control are possible.
H~s

mat",rials are simple and stetic while the behavior-

ist must deal with material which is constantly evolving

(5).

The total sihl'3tion of behavior constitutes much

'7hich cannot easi!-

1~,~

mea.snred.

It evolves both the

,.

o.

individual as an individual, the environl!lent as an
environment, the individual as a part of his own fmviro'11TIent, the individual as pro,18cting himself upon
his environme:rt and the environment as introjecting itself upon the individual.
Consider a fourteen year old boy undergoing
adolescent explmsion

\<d

th a readjustment of his skeletal

muscular and visceral systems, with the unfolding of his
Bl!lotional life incidental to gonadal activity.

As an

individual we should know concerning his physical health and
intellectual capacity.

]i'rom the vieTv point of his environ-

ment we should know about his family, hOl!le, neighborhood,
school (mel vario'ls other f".c-I;ors constitutins the world in
which he lives.

The individual boy hO',vever, living in

vacuo is an impossibility 9.nd yet hie situation is irnmediately altered when he finds himaelf a part of his own
environment.

He constantly tries to dominate, affect, modify

or inhibit some of the environmental forces.

Tie projects

his personality:md as a result brings :lbo .lt certain YD.od1

7.

,

T)ro.jecting it.
"lY.lvironment reacts upon l-Jim
.+•

lu1.0nS

"

""Ll1.e

c

'J1d

social customs and trad-

seek to thwert and influence him (1) •
One can appreciate at once how these situations

must vary in the presence of marked ph1Sic2.1 disabilities.
It is evident thd fixing anyone of these element s would

lead to a large variety of behavior reactions, but with
all these variables acting sim'iltaneous13r the range of
h'lIDC"m activity is intensified to the nth power.

Hence

arises a large measure of the unpredicte,bility of human
behavior.

All that may be hoped for is an ability to

determine that in certain situations certain reactions
may usually folJ.ow.

Inferences may be made but no la'78

can be established.

This wO;lld imply then, not a complete

b'Jt an adeq:..late causal explanation of behavior.
Of the ce.use s of abnormal ,j 'J,venile hehavior

8.

much has 'Jeen ''7ritten and nuruerous
been m[Jle.

clllssificac-ions have

They 8re 8.11 essentially the sa.me.

Lurie, based '.1'lon fi va-hundred cases,

That of

seems most, ad-

equate~(6).

A.

4.:ndogenous---embracing all physical causes both
functional and organic.

B.

c.

1.

Somatic diseases.

2.

Diseases of the

3.

-;-~ndocrine

4.

Psychoneuroses.

5.

Constitutional Psychopathic states.

6.

Psychoses.

7.

Hental retardation.

~ervous

System.

disturbances.

-q;xogenous1.

Home environment.

2.

~Jeir;hborhood

?

Combined.

environment.

Heterogeneous--·-due to a combination of endogenous and exogenous factors.

9.

Of the five-h'-mdred cases, sixty-five percent fell ·tn
the first group, twenty Dercent in the second r;ro'lp
and fifteen percent in the third group.
There seems, however, to be some controversy as to
how much some of these conditions are responsible for
maladjustments of children.
physical disease.

:~specially

is this so of

G2,rter in a study of three-hundred

cases makes the follo 1}1!ing report as to the nhysice.l findings in so many problem children.

1.

Defective nutrition -------------------------- 36700

~.

3.

"~ndocrine imbD.lance ------- -----------------

4.

Irregularity a.nd arhrentitious heart sounds -- 12~.

5.

"'lell defined heart lesions ------ .-----------

6.

History of urevious illness ----------------- 95~.

7.

Enuresis ------------------------------------ 28%.

8.

Defective posture ---------------- ---------- 46%.

9.

Defects of vision --------------------------- 14%.

10.

Defective hearing --------------------------

8~.

4
4;>0

3%.

10.

n.

Defecti VB t 8eth -----------,--------------- 98/~'

18.

Speech defects -------- .------------------

In contr8,st is the report of J;i slar '"ho, in

sonG of the ,;'orst bGh2.vior '')roblems

8,

., r;c:f
j~

'.'/0.

(7}.

si;:;,dy of one-

~'. nd '::10St,

marked de-

linqwmcies occarved in robust children who ',.'ere tbough-t to
be pbysically so'mel.

Of tbis group it Vias pO!3sible to ctem-'

onstrate a direct relationship betv!een the

\~_ition ~

,
.L"

3.

100d

sic~~.l

condition

BlC,l

condi ticm

11.

4-.

Premature p'Jbert.y ----,------------------

5.

Delayed p~Jerty

,.

-----------------------

Overdev'~lo"C8d

7.

sex ch8.rlwteristics -----(;:;;irls only)
Sensory oefoci s
a. vision ---------------------------b. hearing ---------------------------

8.

;Jose and throat ailments ------------._--

9.

Otorrhoea ------------------------------

o.

10. Signs of nervous disease ---------------

23.

3.

11. Syphilis ------------------------------(girls only)
12. Gonorrhoea ----------------------------( sirl s only)
13. Stigrruda of degeners,cy -----------------

10.5%

14. Somatic signs of cong3nital lues -------

::\ 66Ie
.....

3.1%

15. Signs of head injury ------------------16. Carious teeth -------------------------In

com~aring

52.

the findings of this gro'lp of children ':;ith

another grolp "hich Dresented no delinquent tendencies
Thomas concludes that generaUy".the delinquent gro:1p is
eTo

similar to the general a;roup of children and that

~)hysical1y,

the delinquent s do not form a separa-t e gro"lp

(r::., \.
\

0...1

i

12.

These physical handicaps or deformities, accordin~

to Orgel, cannot be regarded simply as c1.nRtomic devi8.··

-I;i011S, out as b0 U1d up most thoroughly and totaJ.ly i11 an
1

incIi vidua.l 's con;3cious and subconscious life.

affects his intellectual

~lctions,

social eT'l.i1ibriu,m (9) •

"Ii. child loses his right th,'Jl:1b----

gone?

er~10t5_onal

As s 11ch it

S021ething has been s'i.lbtrt'wtec from

the child.

~Je

stability and

~hs

personality of

is nov: different, an clbnormal physico.l being.

There is a loss of 8C!uality requiring compensation in r'12JlY
'7E',YS.

He will be unable to indulge in many manipulations

permitted to the others of his age a.nd sex, and he may
derive

q

sense of incapacity or l.nferiority \":hich mny le8,d

to patterns of actio11 which or":! distinctly ant.isocial."
"John has a cleft pale,te, O:.lt the failure of '.mion of the

'bones

f'W,S

procedu'bE.~s

resnlted in a cleft in his being.

The o'}erative

vlith the resultant pain and (i.istress, }1is con-

sd.o'Jsness of an unpleasant voice, 8.nO his painful attitude
toward those who minic it brings an aggressively defensive,

13.

p'J.gnacio1)s, resentful, sensitive, and unl1appy personality".
AgEdn let us be reminded of the words of ''file that behavior
in man is the expression of a psychobicloJ;ic 'mity.
£'urther that lInormal f'mction grows

01lt

of and tends to pre-

serve normal structure, and normal structure gro\,Ts
tends to Dreserve norDs.1 femction;
movement, and

B.

He states

o,xt of

an idea l:my parG.lyze

mOV9ment may par~::tlyze ideas."

(10).

the opinion of Hamill that a person may carry his

It is

ment[~l

?nd social adjustments more satisfactorily because of his

good hee,l th, but on the other hand there are B[my thf,t 8,re
deformed who seem to be made rather than ruined by thair
Often '"reakness is the spur to effort,
8,no the menta,l side is made strong because the physical is

The statistics corn}! i_lad by
tellsct of

.'1.15

'rhO!11C1S ;:18

to. the in-

c;roup are interssting

Ghica-:;o

- ~_.1

/'-;'

1. :\;ormal

ment~.lJ."y·

2. Clee.rly £'e8'o16

---.---------- 73.3
m~_nd9d

':'md

------- 12.0

Boston

,::1

72.0
16.2

Gh~~ca8;9

S::;StO:1

d

4

/0

It)

3.

3ubnorrtl~11

4. Psychoses ------------------5.

7.7

lTIsntctlly ---------- 10.6

Psychopa~hic

personalities --

1.0

1.1

2.6

;).0

This would indicate that th0re is probably not p.s great

1't

range of 8.bnormal behavior trend.s among Elenta.L defectives

as 9J110ng children of normal or supernormal intellectual
"10Yler.

Intelligence, in so f1'u'

8.S

it affects behavior

does so by reason of it s Pcds r1'18.cy or inanequacy
se'ecisl situations;

in

B.nd it s adeqllacy or i.nadequacy is

f).ffected by some things favorably 8.nd by other things
nnfetVorably.

Altho'",:!;h a child's behavior may be condit>J.

ioned by his intelligence, it cannot be explains?
. alone, there b

:U,

many other elements entering i:1to be-

havior 1frhich C;:.re of at least

81'.18,1

aJ~lc

e•

Quat

''IiI 3

CH.nnot forget, hO':lever, tha.t 8.social 3.11:1 ' 1.11 isocia.l trends

15.

may ha.'.re been tb.8 result of

a M.en::Ll1

tis, skull

fr8~ctur8

or birth trauma, rmrticularly arisino; fron the faulty use
of obstetrical forceps.
"B.

Vias reco~~nized h~

being psychotic c:md it was

strongly recol11!Dended, three years before he committed
murder, that he be taken cere of as a

ment8~1

case.

It vms

not only that he was showing schizo'hrenic symptoms, out
also he ',,"as 8.1ready showing definite 2.110. serious delinrJuent trends.

"Hlen first seen, at fifteen years, he ,,'las a11

excessive runaway, had been in burglary, and was associating 10.uch ivith bad companions.

He CI'Uile from a very decent

family, and his mother's appeals for him always as!Takened
sympathy.

lie was at the correction2.l school for boys for

a time, but soon returned to old associations.
for murder, the judge decided he was sane;

At the trial

le.ter, however,

he -eTas transferred from the penitentiary to the state hospital in a catatonic stage of dementia precox.
D.

came from a family in l7hich there was much feeble-

mi.ndedness and tendencies to criminality.

From the time he

was first seen at the age of nine years, the rIot her was

16.

repeatedly

ur~ed

to have him ;;ermanently committed as

defective hrt it was never done.
ional schools three times.

p"

He v;as sent to correct-

At fifteen he killed a peddler

whom he attempted to rob and then disappeared."

(5).

Hamill says, "the child with the violent temper
who later grows up as an incorrigible, recidivist or moral
pervert may owe his antisocial mentality to small brain
destruction in infancy." (13)

In a large number of

children at the Institute of Juvenile Research in Chicago,
one-hundred and forty-six were classified as having infantile cerebral palsy p-nd seventy-nine who showed signs of
cerebral injury at birth.

The mantal age of this group was

found to be much lower than the total clinic group (14).
Strecker and Ebaugh have studied and reported the
results of head injury on the l)ehavior of thirty children.
In these children there was often a history of explosive
outbreaks in school or at home, frequently of such severity
as to make the child a menace to its associates.
children made threats to kill.

Several

One boy threatened to kill

17.

his mother and frequently struck her.

In another hoy chere

was a total change of heh8.vior reactions.

:Ie 7ms lmcontroll-

able, destructive, 3.nd at times had wild tem H3r tantrums,
Y

during i;vhich he destroyed furniture or anything igh:i.ch came
in his path.

He enJoyed. pinching and. scratching his 8choo1..-

mates, smd tortured animals.

'rhe overactivity in these ceGes

was difinitely related to an impure affect or tension state.
In some patient s, as in the case of a boy a:;ed seven, the
mental reactions simulated a manic state with great psychomotor drive.

This boy

WB.S

a.lso s8x'J.ally precocious.

The

entire ~roup of patient s were ul1r:1anageable in school, B.nd
many had had extensive court expsriencies (15).
If the report of ~rnfest be correct, the incidence
of 5_ntracranial birth iYljuries is much larger tl1an is gen-

ers.lly bsliev"d.

Clinical studies, by him, of new-born

infants and anatomic investigation made on stillborn infants
and those dying

8.

fev!! days after birth revealed some start-

ling facts.
1. Nystr'0lo1US
norrl1al labors.

"J0.S

found in 3.5!~ of all b8.bies born a.ftsI'

18.

<;. Xystagll1us w'as found in 80~~ of all first born.

,.
3

,~

t a+1us

;~ys'

1vere :'lbnormal

nresent in lOO~~ of case s where,:) there

~)resentations.

4. 3etinal hemorrhages were discovered within the first
tc'fs::rGy-foHr hours of extra-uterine life in 12/~ of infaL"lts.
5. Smaller and larger hemorrhages in the substance of

the bre,in out side of the fa i.rly common pial cmu tentorial
hcl1llOrrhages, '\!'lara found at autopsy in a'bout 6570 of all young
infants.
G. Lfwerations in vari:ms dural folds, with or without

an aCCOmp1:H1y'ing hemorrhage, were revealed in 50% of such
a'ltopsies. (16).
In considering the exogenous conditions constituting the environnsnt ,,:hieh inflc.lsnce behavior, it 8:10:.110.
be borne in r:d,nd that ma."lY cases are also complicated by
nlunerous endoq;8nous factors.

The home 9.nd plirental cond-

itions are of paramOLll1t irap6rtance, for it is there th8.t the
earliest impressions are implanted and those first impressions are not easily changed.

19.

TI'lorn8.s
in~

~i ves

the fol1owiYlg informa.-tion, concsrn-

the home, taken from his studies
Chi 82'60

:Soston

-·1

1. 100d home conditions ----------------- 10.3

2.

~xtrems l~ck

~. Poverty

of

~~rent~l

11.1

control ----- 51.0

----------------------------- 19.0

16.7

14.3
6. Al,coholism, im.'UorElity or crim".n8.1ism
in the home ------------------------- 19,7

15.8

7. Uentally abnormal parent in the home -

.'

1.3

8. Of illegal narentage -----------------

2.0

'7

9. Both parent s living at home -- .. ------- 58.0

10. 00th parents dead ---------~---------

Q

3.5

11. One parent dead --------------------- 29.0

27.7

12. T'e.rents separated ------".-----------,- 10.0

12.0

13. Stepfather or stepmother in home .---- 10.3

16.0

14.

~crother

')

57.0

.(.j •

J

working f).way from home ------- :'32.6

20.1}

Oversolicitude, special likes and dislikes, favoritism, fault finding ~ bad examnle s, pe.'l1pering and lack of dis-

20.

ciT)l in.::'! on tho part of ')arol1ts are all :)ositive factors
''Thich cause

8.

mentClJ. devi.2tion of the child and contrib!ltes

to his delinquency.
The following cases studied in the 3ehavior Clinic

of the

~Tniv8rsity

of

~>\Tebr8.ska

Colle:;e o.f-t ?iedici1'18, illiJstrD. te
child.

the influence of environment
-:J8,S9

1.

S.~rl.

l'aale

3ince an early n.e;e thls boy

7.

!~ge

has been running awo,y from home, many times stayin,,; all day_
only recently he was found at the post office, after nearly a
days <.tbsence, trying to get a job.
tr'lEmcy has become a problem.

Since starting to school

At 80hoo1.,he shows more thEm

average intelligence but his written ";TlTork is

ver~r

poor.

He is

a bully around the other dlildren, loves the center of tho
sta[~e

Emd enjoys telling stories of his advent:lres.

a very dist1lrbing element both at home
1y n;)

;'18J,1.C8

in

~1is

8 ..nd

.1i.lthough

at school; there is

attit'Jde, no unkincbess, cruelty

or 8,JVareness of selfishne3s.

He has an optic atropy of his riSht eye, bdng blind in
"''fa
t.hat 'J';-

~l'v>ce
i:>.
".

',o
h ' a loss or"
1 ar power
L 'u' ' +
,
ana
museu

01"

the

right [;.rm.

These are ,dtributed to a birth iYJ.jury.

He

is left handed.
~onditions

father is hone trt raTe int ervEtl son
1
: .,_y

0

the mother 'Jersuades hil'1 to take her to

tha.t tIle father

~as

ent'3red

~xnsta.ble

~van v~en

(~.2.nees

pr£~ctical1y 110t

seheri8 of the boy's exi stance.
c;xtravp"gC?:.nt a.nd

ne~lect.

at home shm"J extreme parental

[i,,t,

The

he is there

D.nd sho':!8 so
aJ.l into -the

The :nother i.s an extremely

:larson.

'T..'len the pr-.rout S

th8 (Joy is left vlith either the maternal or

[.l.re ;'Sone

ernal gra.nd-

mother who are constc.ntly at swords point.
It !lsually happens that during the day 'chin the
child cannot find desirRble compe+nions for plD_Y or oth.er

pl1r-poses, he r'.ms aV1ay from school or ''-.'ork

stricken or !mhe_pp;r home
boy to abandon it

';'ii

A poverty-

th bad slJ.rrolmdings may 1ead the

temporaril~r

that a habit becomes

0

and repea.t the

est~'!bli:3hed.

8.Ct

HestleGsness~

so fr9c;uently
n8rVO'lsness,

and espe·cially discontentment 1:7ith home or school caUSGS these

22~

~~ruants

eventually become associated -1I'Iith a gang of boys

who are generally organized for adventu.re bu.t who soon end
in delinquency and a start towards a criminal caroer.
Case II.

K. C.

Age 8.

Male

This is an overweight,

hypersensitive boy whose difficulty is a fail ').re to make

G~

good school ad.justment although there is app8.rently sufficient ability to enable him to do so.

He has made fair

r;;rades in everything except 1uriting but he has repeated
grades several times.

'fllhen at school he is restless and

inattentive and inclined to magnify t.rifling difficulties.
rie has nevc,r had boy friends because- he could not enter into
the vigorous activities of boys of his age.
The boy's home is fairly comfortable and both parents pre
of aV"irage intelligence.
keep him awake until ten

In his infancJ1 the mother would
0 t

clock at night so that his father

might play with him when he returned home from work.

Since

starting to school the mother has kept a "coTIplete" record
o~

all his grades in which At s e..nd B' s appear frequently.

She censures the teachers severely for Kiethl;s failures and

23.

spends much time annoying either the school princi,la or
the supervising nurse at the office of the Board of Education.

Recently he was I?cbsent from school nearly every day

for two weeks, presumably to be cared for through the Behavior Clinic when, in reality, he had been requested to be
present at the Clinic only on ',1!ednesday afternoon, Friday
morning and Friday c.fternoon after school.

The mother's

only reason for' not sending him to school was "because she
disliked awakening him in the morning when he was sleeping
so soundly."
This boy has become a lazy over-indu1ged-in child who
is content to bask in his mother's solicitious nature.

His

school troubles would soon be at an end if this attitude of
his mother were cha.nged to one which would instil a fee1ing
of self-confidence in the boy.
Case III.

J. D.

Age 6.

Hale.

This boy

'Nas a

,

hS!llthy full-term baby born at the 'Jniversity Hospita1.
the e~ge of one month he was brought back to the hospital
'<:ith ophthalmia neonatorum which was treat.ed for four or

At
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five weeks at ""hich time he vias placed in the Child StOwing
Institute where he remained 'intil he was two years old.

'1'he

mother,t;s story follows: "John has been unmanageable ever since
his return from the Child Saving Institute.

All attempts to

disciplir:.e him ha.ve been of no avail so he is now permitted to
come and go as he ,,vishes.

In January he W',s dismissed from a

parochial school because of some

t

sex irregulr:trity'.

He has

been kno1J'm to attempt intercourse with his eight year old
sister.

He also goes to stool behind the furniture in the

house, lies, steals, runs away and is destructive to pronerty."
The mother has had the boy to the J'J.venile Court for discipc1inary aid.
The home is located in a respectable neighborhood, is
fairly well furnished and is clean.
man, has been

O'lt

The father, an ex-service

of work a great deal but he receives comp-

ensation from the government.

At present he is at the County

Hospital receiving "blood t.reatment S".

The mother is apparent-

ly a cheerful, tidy and cooDerative women.

However, she con-

tradicts herself continuously in her story, 8Xs.ggerG,tes the
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child's symptoms and criticizes the doctors to the child.
She thinks the boy has been severely ab'tsed by

father.

A Family :.7elfare Assoeiation worker reports that the mother
masierbates to excess.
It will become readily apparent that this boy's trouble

is mainly one of mistaken parental control.

Punishment for

his offenses is all thnt he has ever knol!'m.

In a young child

this often arouses a resentful type of anger which may be
thoughir of as the reaction of the ego to its forced adj1.lstment.

Resentment and anger show themselves in many ways, and

v:here they can nake no impression upon the superior individual, fear is the result.

This accounts for many of the emot-

ional elements entering into maladjustments, behavior disturbances and mental disease.
l1any children are brought to the pediatric or behavior clinics with the sole or:predominant complaint of bedwetting.

The enuresis cannot be considered as a disease but

rather a symptom of a disease.

It may be caused by organic

or physical disturbances, the more prominent among which are

,-
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rliseases of the central nervous system such as idiocy,
cerebr(:"l pe,lsy, spinEL bifida and tumors;
~llar

internal glarld.-

disturbances, B'_lCh as diabetes insipidus;

'J_rinary

changes wherE1 the urine is too acid or of too large a.
auantity;

disea~3es

of the bladder f).nd kidney such as

infections, calculi and nephritis;

local irritations in

neighboring organs, such as a narrow meatus, phimosis,
pin-worms, fissures and vulvo-vaginitis.

These many

defects are only infreauently the cause of enuresis and
even when present, their correction does not alwa.ys control the bed-wetting becailse the

h2~bit

has been too

strongly established.
Fully two-thirds of all emlresis cases are
those functional cases which are due to a large vexiety
of conditions.
There is a small group of cases in VT:lich frequency and urgency are prominent.symptoms.

This polla-

kiuria is hereditary, more common in females and generally
persists into adult life

-

(17).
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A strong des:i:ra Dor attention is wides-prea.d
3JUong children and is particula.rly manifest in the firstborn or only children, who remain the center of their
parents' attention for longer or shorter periods of time.
They become acc'Jstomed to t.heir domimmt position and,
en,joying it, resent Q."ly divis:i;on of this affection which
they believe to be due them alone.

The child, feeling

himself neglected, wets the bed in order to again attract
attention t.oward himself and to 13.venge himself on his
parents.

Children also love emotional scenes which make

them the center of attraction and bedwetting often serves
to keep them in the limelight.

Over-affection on the part

of parents may also lead the child to continue the period

There are high-tensioned, emotionally unstable,
nervous, restless and very active children of the hyperkinectic type who often suffer from enuresis.

'rhelr over-

sensitive nervous system probably tends to respond too
quickly to impulses sent to it from the bladder.

-,

Over-
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stimulation of this highly sensitive nervous system by
overwork in school, s-I:;renuous play, quarrelling in the
home, especially when these extra stimulations occur
late in the day, certainly contributes as a cause of
enuresis (18).
There are other obvious psychic etiologic
factors in producing enuresis.

Making the toilet a

battle ground for discipline may cause the child to
wet merely to annoy and to get his ovm way.

Fear con-

cerning the ability to control the bladder brought about
by punishment, shaming and segregation because of bed-

wetting concentrates the child's mind

011.

ies of bladder control;

attending anxiety

the fear

~~d

the difficult-

of committing the act and the suggestion acting on the
child's mind that he has failed to control the situation
is a cause of the difficulty and, according to Calvin
(19), may progress to the point of even becoming an

"Robert was troubled \vith both diurnal and

-
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nocturna.l enuresis.

He was a healthy normal boy living

in a. comfortable home \vith intelligent, understanding
parent.s.

Robert had none of the boyhood ambitions to be

a 'policeman, engineer or fireman but always emphatically
insisted tha.t he wanted to be a minister.
was peculiar for

3.

case of enuresis.

His trouble

He would go dry

on Saturday and Sunday and then for the remainder of the
week the enuresis persis-':ed.

Christmas vacation came and

he went dry for the entire period.
stopped at2.;aster vacation, but

The enuresis again

d~lring

-Glle time he was

attending school the trouble would be ever present.

Upon

investigatLm, it was found that Robert was attending a
Seventh Day Adventists School presided over by a veritable
likeness of Irving's Ichabod Crane.

No other disturbing

element could be found to account for the enll.resis -I)IJhich
stopped when he was transf8red to another school.
Out of one-h'mdred and twenty-six cases studied
in the Behavior Glinic of the 'Tni varsity of ?Jebrnska there
were thirty whose major complaint was enuresis.

-

Of this
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group only five had physics.1 disturbancos which could be
called a contributing factor to their trouble.

Three were

definitely attributed to lack of proper training.
remaining cases

1'he

all had a baclqround of some parental or

other enVirOD..lnent a1 di at urbance.
The hl3bit of mast'lrbation is important in its
relation to benavior disturbances and del1nr::uency.

This

is mainly because of the break-dovm of morale \'1hich is often
obvious where masturbation has been induJ.ged in excessively.
In other instances where the habit is not so severe, undue
thinking about it and oVJr-conviction of its bad effects
sometimes leads to a mental attitude that is conducive to
delinquency.
"John was an orph8.n, raised by an a.unt, and a masturbator and exhibitionist at fOltr years of age.

lji,'hen first

seen he was a sneaky looking, undertoned boy, the victim of
long standing masturbation.
jecti0l1able to little girls.

He was

lell~

of

spe~ch

and ob-

He associated with bad

comp~

anions and soon developed a long record for forgery, steal-
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ing and 'lssaul t -iliri th the intent to rob.

He was early

im:'loraJ., married and divorced.li'ina.lly -;"dth a companion,
while burglarizing a store, he shot and killed a policermm.

In the penitentiary he was found to have a mental

rating of the average adult (5)."
This tragic outcome could have been avoided if
the specific needs of the case had been ha.'1.dled early by
patient treatment.
ItA. B. at eleven years was not only rill excessive

masturbdor but she had numerous sex affairs with boys.
By her step-mother and neighbor she was declared to be
disobedient, immodest, and very obscene in her language.
Physically she we.s in good condition except for somewhat
Il'

defective vision.

iJentally she was diagnosed as sub-normal

but not definit ely feebleminded.
as alcoholic;

The father was reported

the mother, a quick-tempered woman, who

died six years earlier.

'rhe step-mother was intelligent

but more devoted to her own child than this girl.
p;irl was sent to the Refuge for thre"

yecl~rs

I'he

until it was

feU certain that her old h2J)i ts had been corrected and
new and better interests established.

From there she went

to her grr:mdmother for two yee.rs, working steadily and having good supervision.

Later she 7r9nt to live with a friend

of the fsmily, of whom she was very fond, worked regularly
as a m8.chine o'Jerator, earned CI'dte well and was considered
industrious and neat.

She visited her relatives frequent.ly

and seemed content y!ith little else in the way of recreation

(5).
The situs.tion in this case closely parallels that
of the preceCiing case but the marked contrast as to oltcome
is evident, due to in·f;el1igent supGrvision.
Mast;lrbation is very COf.1'TIOn among young children
1
of both sexes, but consideration of the habit, as suen,

relatively unimportant.

•

1.S

The habit is very frequently started

from a genital irritation as a result of 'IDeleanliness, highly
aCid 'J.rine, gonorrhoeal vaginitis in girls and phimosis in
boys.

Scratching the irritated parts, they soon experience

a pleasant sensation new and different to them.

They oon-
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tinue to seek this pleas'lre and soon a habit is formed.

So

long as the babit is ke'ot a secret no ill effects result, but
ns soon

B,S

a parent discovers the masturbrdion it becomes a

crime.

The child is told of the evils of the act which will

invariably lead to insv.nity and s'licide.

If the child is

threatened he mo"y continue his pleasure seeking for revsnge,
or, not fully repJ_izing the possible serious O;).tcome, he may
continue.
of the

I

Fins.lly, however, he awakens to the inevitability

crime f

•

He EttteEl')ts
to ston, but has no success B-'1d
. -

worrj:ing continuously, is beset with the importunity of the
situ.atian.

It is this break in morale which must be prevent-

ed if a. further contributing factor in delinquency is to be
avoided.
The relation of endocrinopathic states to conduct
disorders is very definite.

Lurie found in a study of five-

hundred cases of behavior difficulties that sixty percent of
them "rere of endogenous origin imd of this sixty percent,
sixteen percent or ten percent of the total were endocrin-

.' thO1. C (1"'-"a) •
9pa
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Disturbances of the endocrine glands not only
l1roduce definite physical and mental abnormalities but
ma.y affect the mental attitude which the individual assumes towards his ovm abnormality.

This attitude as a rule

det8rmines his entire outlook on life
motif for the individuals behavior.

FJld

furnishes the

It is not difficult

to understand why the adolescent boy, suffering from
eunuchoidism as a result of gonadal insufficiency, should
develpp a marked feeling of inferiority which in t'lrn leads
him to shun his companions, to become

~norose

and shut-in,

to feel that he has been cheated and that life is not worth
~.

.

J..lvlng.
other possibilities exist, in so far as endocrine

disturbances are concerned in relation to behavior

(1).

Sndocrine dysfuncti,on may be termed one of the modes of
espression of hehavior without being responsible for its
origin.

The child who steals food bace,use of

8.

compelling

appetite of diabetes mellitus is !!lanifesting behavior in
response to the urge of hunger a.nd the dia.betes ca.;1l1ot be
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regarded

8.S

responsible for the tendency to steel.

further,

the endocrine disord,;"r sud the behavior dysfunction may coex~.st

[met both b

deter-nined by the same underlying ca:J.se.

Consider t:1berculosis of the adrenal gland or a congenital
syphilis that involves the entire being of the child.

'Jnder

these circ'JIDstances both behavior and the gland'11ar activity
may be codependent upon the tubercle bacilli or the spirochetae rather than having any causal interdependence.
Timme (20) describes a certain group of cases in
v:hich the chief comple.ints 'Flere those of incorrigibility,
non-amenability to discipline and pugnacio:;.sness and which
presented a close

resembllli~ce

to one another in sev8ral im-

portant particulars.

To these he gives the nCilll8 of pI uri-

glandular syndrome.

Practically all cases shovv8d the phys-

ical signs of myota.tic irritability and myoidema..

In some,

ths myotatic irritability would be increased to the point
that a Chvostek reaction of modera.te degree was obtained.
B:3"sing his investigations upon the work of flTcCa.llum and
Voegtlein, who demonstrated that muscle

irrit~biHty

and
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excit8.bility is clue largely, if not entirely, to n. cIimin"tion in the utilize.tion of calci'un, he eXF.t.'nined the cald.'llTI
content of the blood in this gro·.rp.
three

rHnst'3en of tv'Tenty-

showed deficient blood calchnn.

FO'.1r cases that

showed ap-;Jarently norma.l blood c8.1cit1.IT1 were of interest beor·luse treatment was ,:]ust

8..8

efficient i.n them as it was in

the other nineteen cases, showing that deficient calciUll1 in
the blood was not the chief factor in the disturbB.nce, but
rather it wo.s an inability to utilize the blood calcium
present.

In many cases with a. loi!'! blood calcium content i11ere

was an increa.sed deposit of calci'lID in various portions of the
body prod'.lcing thick skull tables 2cTld in particular there Vlere
calcium deposits in the pinea.l gland.

In fourteen cases

3110'"1-

ing pineal calcification, five showed either and. enlarged
clitoris and breasts, pubertas nraecox or enlarged genitalia
in the case of boys.
was pronounced.

In several others psychosexual precocity

This would rather indicate a possible pineal

involution process.

Of nineteen cases, six were normal as to

s·tature and fourteen were from two to six inches below avorage
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height for their age, showing
It was found that the blood

80

tendency tov,ara dwarfism.

s~lgar

the CEdci'1!I1 content of the blooo,
to one-hf,tndred
The blood

~lXld

~ressure

rg.n

?ill

r~1nging

inverse ratio to
from one-rJ1),ndred

forty milligrams per cubic centimeter.
was also high in all cases.

In fourteen

cases it was above one-hundred, in ten above one-hundred

~md

ten, 1n five above one-hundred and twenty [md in one it wes
above one-hundred 8.nd forty.

In all, except ons case which

had an Intelligence Quotient of sixty-eight, there was evidence of normal or suner intelligence.

M~my

"7ere exceedin:o;ly

precocious.

'Jsing calcium

of no value.

Collip t s 'Jars,thyroid extract containing the

active

~rinciple

,lS

treatment in these cases

V!8S

of the parathyroid gland was then used in

hypodermic doses of from five to seven minimums.

'l'he tense-

ness, myotatic irritability, and the conduct disorders were
rapidly ameliorated, gr01,1)th increased' in speed, and the
cn.lcium content of the blood became increased to normal ratios.
Speech disorders should receive mention as one of
the endogenous factors contributing to abnormal behavior.
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They have been classified into four main groups, from a
behavioristic standpoint, by Bla...l1ton (21).
1. Delayed speech due to lack of mental develojJment,

prolonged illness during inf2"ncy, deafness, lack of necessity for speech, extreme negativism or a hysterical conclition on the part of the child.
2.

Letter sound substitution and lisping due to

protruding lower jaw.

But mainly, this is a type of infant-

ilism where the child continues to talk in

2J1

infantile way

because he does not wish to detach himself from his infantile surroundings, a bond between him end his early environment.
3.

Or2.l ins.ctivity, slurring or indistinctness of

speech from lack of development or paralysis of the speecrh
organs.
4.

Stuttering.

An emotional difficulty and a symptom

that expresses a lack of adjustment to the group.

It is

caused by fear part;J:j' conscious and partly unconscious of
meeting the group.
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Speech defects ?,re among the more common factors
where physical characteristics stomp the individual as being
different.

This sense of being different causes a feeling of

being inferior to others in the group and places a barrier in
the road to hee,lthy attainment of self-respect .?cl1d self-confidence.

Of the inferiority complex Lawry (22) says, " differ-

ences real or imagined, which the individual sees or feels
between himself, and his

0"\'\1']1

ideals or what he conceives to be

the ideal of the group, occurring in any aspect of the physical,
mental, or social life, may and do produce profound emotional
conflicts and all the various types of.'

disturbin;~

b')havior,

the lcttter representing an attempt at compensation S'tCh thD_t
the individual will have

Et

satisfied eso and a feeling of sec-

urity in the group."
Probably no single disease

118~s b~en

more dev3.stat-

ing in its effects upon personality tlnd thus upon b3havior
than encephalitis lethargical.

The profound alterations of

the nervous system are by no means limited to the more or
less tangible paralysis, str8J1ismus, and. the later Parkin-
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sonian syndrome.

;~ven

the di st urb8_nces of the circ'11at ory or

respiratory rhythms is a minor factor compared with the :nora1
and social deterioration which so often occurs.
The onset of acute
erous signs and symptoms.

encc~pha1itis

is marked by num-

There is no classicB_l syndrome

whi,ch can give an adequate picture of the sym:ptomatology of
this disease.

In a study of fifty cases Strecker (23) lists

the signs and symptoms occurring most frequently into what
he c2.11s a typic31 syndrome:
1. Sleepiness;

found in 41 cases.

2. Definite fever;

fO'J.nd in 24 cases.

3. Signs of eye involvement such

mus and ptosis,
/,1",.

PeS

dip1opi2_, strabis-

found in 23 cases.

Influenza-li~(e

manifestations;

5. Delerium;

found in 14 cases.

6. Hee,dache;

found in 14 cases.

found in 15 cases.

other less common signs were nervous restlessness,
'E:-1scular twitchings and incoordine,-Ge movements, vomiting,
paralysis r:md paresis excl ilsive of those of the eye muscles,
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dysphagia, reversal of the sleep rhythm, vertigo, nausea
8nd severe Ixtins in the ,joints.
A list of the individual acts of thes~ encephc"1litic children

such

8.3

disobedience, tantrums, stealing,

restlessness, running aWflY, homicidal trends, trutl.'1cy,
teasing, lying, destructiveness, cruelty, sex'J.al devidions l:md personal filthiness shows the same wide va.riety
as is found in the psychopathic or problem child but those
acts taken together present an intirely different picture.
:'h·~

behe.vior disorders of encephs.litis seem to have a

fr'cirly definite clinicD.l course in fairly definite

ph~u:;es,

of different d:lr8.tion in different p8.tients, but 8.ppa.rently not deten'lined by external influences.
These children characteristically develope a
period of extreJYie restlessness, overactivity with emotional
irritability and impillsiveness, coming on s:lddenly or grad'tally after the aC'.lte phase of the disease rmd ?ersists for
months or years (24).

They seem driven by a constant nerv-

ous stimulation or irritation, are constantly annoying those

about them, fighting impulsively, 3,nd r:J.nning wild aoo'-1t
the house and in the street.

This motor

overt~"ctivity

closqly

simns-tes an 8ott2,ck of T'1ania of the manic depressive type

(25).

The emotional factor seems somewha.t different, out

this difference may be one of degree, or modified by the
e1:T1ier age of the patient.
yesTs~~".

After a period of months or

this restless activity subsides,

but the emotion-

a1 disorder, impulsiveness and vario'ls other things pc)rsist.
During this second phase tbe behavior is more
compe,rable to that of the psychopathi.c children, but some
fairly definite characteristics remain.

:,:any of these

children have begun to steal, lie, run away 1:md do most of
the ot11,er things that psychopathic children do.

But as

compared with the l80tter their behavior is more simp:).9,
open, impulsive and without malice, cunning or regard for
consequences

(25).

There is no hidden meaning in their

behavior, it represents no inferiority compensation or
striving for leader:3hip.

These children have few friends

and seldom belong to groups, but Dre ,woided and cColled
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crazy by their fellows.
Some form of emotional disorder f).ppsars to be
tIle most constant clinical fg-ctar i.n encephc1.1itis cases.

This emotion':Ll disturbu.nce seems to be the activating
force of much of the beha.vior.

It seems to be the basis

of the impulsiveness, and of ths characterisitic friendly,
obtrusive, and often extremely affectionate e.ttitude of
Temper outburst s, crying spells, end
V8.riOllS manifestations of emotional instability are COrn::.1on
clinical features.

The explosive outbarsts of tem;;Jer most

frequently come out of a clear sky p:nd are not apparently
t0mper t,antrums with a motive.
characteristic features such

~1.S

SODe cases prC)sent less
sexaal perversions, erotic

tendencies and delinquency, criminal traits, hebephrenia,
and mental deficiency all Elore dist inctly psychopathic in
type.

MentEl1 tests show that t.he appe.rent precocity of
these children is not accompanied by a high intelligence
q:>lOtient.

On the other hBl'1d it is exceptional for one of
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them to h,<.tve
~'rothing

r2ll

intelligence 0 'Jotient belov! eighty-five.

in the ns.turs of

;'l

secondary dementia is ever

seen even when the disorder has last9d so long
yel1.rs.

flS

nine

All ths..t may be s::dd flbo'lt theril is +,ha:t their

mental pO'TTerS do not mature (25).
The relation between the

beh~:wior

and emoi-

ional disorder on the one hand and the ne 1J.rologic signs
and;brganic pathology on the other is of great importance.
At first the behavior disorder and persisting neurological
signs were looked upon as residuals of encephn.1itis in
children "md PD.rkinsonism was considered the chief resicl:la1 in ndulis.

There

h~:;,s

since deVeloped, however, good

evidence ,md opinion the.t the late ne::trological manifestations of encephalitis [tre the expre i;;sion of a p<.,rsisting
infl",J'1matory l)roCess in the nervous system.

In stqdies of

eight cases of Parkinsonism by LlcAlpine, the >dstological

findings show the cells of the subst:mtia nigra as the
only group being constfmtly affected.
f182DJnatory

chan~;es"

"Subac'xl;e and in-

','\Tere present in all the cases, b;:;ing

•
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especially 111'lrked in -the mid.brain, even when the duration
of the ilInAss had exceeded twelve months

(27).

In discussing the pathogenesis of the behavior
disorders Hill rGminds us that the the.lnus is the seat of
affecti ve life S.TId probably has sone action in the origination, in itself, of primitive 2nd instinctive behavior.
'rhe pathology is orgrmic and is an ence'8h2.1itic process,
"causingexhaltation of the.l81nic function either by thalamic reles.se through loss of cortical inhibition or by
chronic irritation a.nd exc:i.tation.'f

This is slJ.pported by

the known predilection of the encephalitic virus for the
th1?,laTI1o-striatal level, and by the preservation of meElory
"'.nd intelligtmce, indication tlHd the cortex Ca'll1ot be
seriously involved (28).
That the occurrence and the clinical course of
the

beh~ . .vior

disorders in children 3.re to be associated

with a persisting active process in the brain is indicated
by the evidence presrmted. from a study of one-hundred ,md
fourteen caiee by Gibbs

(29).

In the first place, the
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occurrence of the behlwior cUsorder shovled

3.

close relat-

ionship to the onset of the encephalitis in pr8.ctica.lly
cases.
(~,ttack

~11

]very caSe except one had a history of a definite

or onset of encep11?,litis 8.t a definite til'ne.

l~earl~r

all cases had a history of a typical febrile onset with
delerium or marked lethr:.rgy which left no doubt of encaphaHtis.

Hany of the children had been in bed for weeks or

months and

Et

In very few

number had been in hosYJitals.

cases cO'_lld the acute etta.ck be classed as mild or embul8.+,ory, and there was little opport unity for confusing it
~Nith

influenza.

definite onset of

In six CD,ses there was
neurologic~11

8.

history of

B.

manifestations ,!Hhout a
attr~.ck.

history of a previous acrute febrile

In fOclr of

these the onset was marked by the anD8arance' of SDasmodic
, ' "

~

J..

.J...

twitchings and in two by typical respirrrtory disorders.

In

each of these six cases the behavior disorder appeared vTith
or soon after the

appe::;~rance

of the neurological disturb-

aneGs.
Behavior C'illd ernot ional changes followed the acute
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1')11a8e or onset without a r'efinite interval of complete
recovery in '111 out eight cases.
the ac'rle
into or

delerio~s

WTtS

The fre'1'lency v[ith which

or lethargic onset in children merged

follovled innediately by emotional irritability,

impulsiveness, and a. restless overactivity indicates t.hat
t.he beginning of the beha.vior disorder was a further manifestion of a still active process rather than of a secondary or re sf dual nat ure.
Xot on1y was the occurrence of the behavior disorder closely related to the onset of the ence-ohsHtis, b'It
also the 'lersistence of the behavior disorder vms associated
on~8.nic

in a large m3,jority of C2,ses with persisting

si,zns.

:'Jee.rly 9.11 CClses showed some neurologiceJ_ signs w1ch as
craniel nerve pe.lsies, tre"lOrs, tics, respiratory disorders
or perSisting sleepiness, ['end in some cases

Pc

definite Pc.rk-

insonism two to five ye::;trs after the onset of the encer1ho.litis.
The most definite evidence of a persisting brain process in
these behG.vior cases was th£"t fifty percent of thes children
showed varying degrees of P·::-rkinsonism eight to ten years

ii:8.

after beginning his study.

In many of these it had been

definitely and in some rapidly Drogressive.

In those cases

failing to show definite P':rkinson signs, there sS'3med to
be an improvement of the behavior disorder BIon,§!; with a
tendency for the nellrologicoJ. sic:;ns to disG.ppear.
would indicate a cessation of -the organic process.

This
In a

number of cases there existed a close relationship betvc'een the respiratory disorder and the "motional factor;
in these as the respirc,tory disorder improved the behavior
improved also, giving further evidence thl'C-(; the behavior
improves as the orgEmic process subsides.

from this one

would suppose th2.t the respir:,::d;ory d.·i.sorder is

d~16

to in-

volvensnt of the respiro--r:,ory mechanism in the pro6oss
goin~

on in the brain.

Jelliffe, in a resume' of case studies of postencephl?litic resp!Eratory elisorders which included

t'~.chy-

pn83., br2,dypnoea, dysrhythmias 8...nd respirdory tics such
118 YI3.1Tming, sprc.8modic coughing Pend sniffing adheres to
the thalmnic hypothesis, as to their origin, in which the
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afferent stirrnLls is thought to be blocked.

In contra-

distinction to this others assume these disorders to be
peripheral in origin producing thoracic rigidity of a
nELture 8.llied to Parkinsonian rigidity;

while still others

believe them to be due to higher medltllary involyement (30).
In view of th8zreat eli versity of rc :3pir~ctory phenonena :md
their complexity it seems that their pa.thogenesis is purely
speculative and 1my monistic interprete.tion would bc; no
more than hypothetic8.1.
The following case history described by Hill
(28) shows a fairly typical development of a behavior
disorder and other se'l1!elae of an

~.cute

att2.ck of epi-

demic encephalitis.
"Female
was

[,t

•

Age 13.

Before her illness the patient

sweet.;.tempered, bright and hapT1Y child.'

She had

been very clever s.t school r.nd there was no nsuropathic
history.

In l1arch, 1924, at the age of nine, she had

:1.cute attack of epidemic ence:.halitis of s'ldden onset,
with headache, fever, weakness of limbs, delerium and

Em
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2nd cornplste insomnia for three days and nights.

Then for

a fortnight she remained in beel, very drowsy, sleeping for
hours fmd hours.
from

She then got up but continued to suffer

great nocturnal restlessness 3.nd diurnal lethc::rgy.

Five months lB:ter she

seeme(~

to hs.ve re-covered 8.nd to be

almost herself ags.in.

For one yers.r she remained at school,

never missing a day.

Then she began to get very drowsy again

during the da.y, had no life, and did not want to go out at
B.ll.

She slept a11 night and on [',rising would fall a.sleep

over her breakfast, go to school and promptly fa11 asleep as
soon as she got there. not being able to do her work.

She

developed at the same time frequent bouts of 'deep-breathing'
and had 'aueer turns', during
for a few moments.

'~!hich

she would go auite rigid

Tonsillectomy was performed in the hosp-

ital and iT'1.'l1.ediately fonowing the o]Jers.tion her condition
became much worse".

She started ha.bits of snitting at a.nd

pinching other people, ;;:;rinding "!'ter teeth, and used to cry
a p.:reat dea.l (October, 1925).

For the next four months,

:mtil admission to the hos'0itp,l, she was unmanageable at
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home, not only because of these impulsive actions, but
because of other abnormal conduct, such as taking articles
of her parents out of the hO,188 'Ond ,:;iving them 3.vvay.
After a..dmission to the hOSpit8J. in Feb., 1926, .Lhe
patients behavior and ment',]. condition W!3ro reported as
normal, except that she was apt to hang her tongue out

(nC'. +;c'
"nrl
G ..... :J
v _
i (.::.
fre r"len-"-1-"
'-'j -,

.;.

excited.

~i..

n
l:1
~. t:..:'. d

'-'0"+'"
\,.1 \
v ..... of noisy ta.chypnoea 1,':hon
vI.

She ate and slent well and was good at school.

Seven monrhs after admission a dhfmge gradually appeared.
3h8 beC8JIle constantly restless, more pert th,rl usual to
adults, was incessantly grinding her teeth when unoccupied, and developed n'J..1TIer01l8 impulsive actions.

She wO'tld

suddenly tear her clothes, or smack someone in the face, or,
if nobody were near, smabk herself on the head, and she took
to blowing at people who wen

near her snd

8~ttempting

at them, 'md was const1'-11tly spitting when walking

to spit

8~bout.

She

":as '{'lite conscio'.lS of her sins p.,nd asham:ed f.nd tesrful on
being spoken to abol1t them, but said, III
'. S0Dething makes me do

it,"

and

2~dded

C2..n tt

hell' it," or

the,t it "helped" her
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-;;0 smack sor18one rtnd that it gave her the same

satisf8,.c·t~ion

to smack her own head if no one else ','Jere present.

She be-

gan to slrlash chinaware crrhenever she could, and to teG,r her
bedclothes.

She llppeared to improve slightly '?,fter a 0,uin8Y

thirteen months after adrrIission, shmnng more l'0wnrs of oonirol.

However, two months lr:Lter 8;18 vms as

developing much crying,

fre~uently

-!)p,d

as evsr,

throwing her meals on the

floor or fire, f'.nd even getting out of bed at night and pinching and

bitin~

,mother child ",rho was n.sleep.

Many uncontrol1-

She ,j Lun.p e d slddenly out

able actions then took place da.ily.

of bed s.nd hurled s. lTIClrble locker-top through

2.

':7indow (she

s[:!,icl she felt dizzy and did not know 'ghat she had done until
she saw the da.rnage); she struck without warnitrg or reason a
l1'lrse who
vlindoy!;

11[2S

bnthing her;

hurled

8.

-',icked

chr1.'tlber through

ing narson on the head, etcetera.

11';)

8..

a chair and broke 8:' 12.rge

wG_rd window;

Eighteen months after ad-

mission she developed a strong desire to have her
dtl:r !311d nigh~,

as

it

Hstopped her from spitting.'f

very fond of scl1oo1 but

2~tt8J1c'tfmce

hit a stoop-

he~d

coveren

Sl1e VIas

-m''s of tel!'! impo;sible,

SeS
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sudd'omly she "!wuld bcmg on h3r desk for
her fist s co.nd then ra;)idly Eli a
the teacher.

:?

few moments with

:mcl strick [mother girl or

It wO'.,ld be over in a few minutes, 8.nd she

would tl1en cry; "Its no good. I can't stick it any longer."
During her sttq at the hospital she remained irrpulsive
and lIDcontrollable.
normal.
shO~Ted

Her behe,vior for a sinGle day was never

Her intelligence

~yas

normrtl.

A Bin8t-Simon.test

her at least up to her age-standard, flnd a Si:Tliln.r

test done at th8 age of nine years gave her mental age as
eleven p11S.

PhysicS'.l development

W8.S

normal.

There

one time some mutw3.1 ma,stLlrbation with another girl.
no nocturnal restlessness.

YlaS

d

There is

During the 18.st four months she

has shown the devel0'0TI1ent of slowly 8.dvancing F1?rkinsonism.
She has a slight Parkinsonian ill8.sk, slight cog-vvheel rigidity
m.n the legs, and:'J. somewhrtt Pn.rkinsoni2,11 attitude am: gait."

An inteJlisent 8.}Jproach to behavior difficulties

Yl108.l1S

~,tion

more than

of the chUd.

9.

physical and pSyGhological eX81l1in-

It calls for 8..n evaluation of the child

in his social setting.

Investi,:s,c,tion of the life history

of th8 child, not as an isolated individ'Hil, but a.s a. biological soci2.1 organizat,ion, is imp8rativ8.

TJntil soci.ety

recofy,nizes it S ovm degree of f'articipation as
beh;~,\iior

sub,iect

8.

f' ctor in

difficulties, the most ade0;wte approech to this

'7i l ,l

be delayed.

social activity or

Th8 main

inactivity.~he

h::wior that so frerpently end in

beh[~vior

diffic',lltiGS

difficulties of be-

clelinT.lenC~r

m'.lst be

attacked while th3 child's habits and charp,cter are in the
formative Deriod.

The prevrJ".tive phase is of ps.rmno:mt

imnortptlce and calls for CB.re ":hen these young children
are most Dlastic, most

sug'~3stible

8nd most responsive.
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